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implication definition meaning merriam webster

May 16 2024

noun a logical relation between two propositions that fails to hold only if the first is true and the second is false see truth table a logical relationship between two propositions in
which if the first is true the second is true a statement exhibiting a relation of implication

implication english meaning cambridge dictionary

Apr 15 2024

a suggestion of something that is made without saying it directly u the implication was that the workers and management had already reached an agreement

implication synonyms 126 similar and opposite words

Mar 14 2024

synonyms for implication inference suggestion indication clue message allusion hint cue antonyms of implication consideration factor basis base ground foundation determinant
source

implication definition meaning synonyms vocabulary com

Feb 13 2024

an implication is something that is suggested or happens indirectly when you left the gate open and the dog escaped you were guilty by implication implication has many
different senses usually when used in the plural implications are effects or consequences that may happen in the future
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implication definition in the cambridge english dictionary

Jan 12 2024

a suggestion of something that is made without saying it directly u the implication was that the workers and management had already reached an agreement

what does implications mean definition examples scribbr

Dec 11 2023

implications are the possible conclusions that can be drawn as a result of a cause or action effects are the consequences or results of a cause or action examples implications vs effects
this chapter considers the implications of this research for policy and practice

implications synonyms 132 similar and opposite words

Nov 10 2023

synonyms for implications suggestions inferences indications clues messages intimations allusions cues antonyms of implications factors considerations determinants grounds
foundations bases incentives stimuli

28 synonyms antonyms for implications thesaurus com

Oct 09 2023

find 28 different ways to say implications along with antonyms related words and example sentences at thesaurus com
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implication definition meaning dictionary com

Sep 08 2023

noun something implied or suggested as naturally to be inferred or understood to resent an implication of dishonesty the act of implying his implication of immediate changes
surprised us the state of being implied to know only by implication

what is another word for implication wordhippo

Aug 07 2023

a suggestion or indication that can be inferred or implied from something a meaning or idea that can be inferred or implied from something a likely consequence of something the
action or state of being involved in something a minor or fine distinction or detail

implication noun definition pictures pronunciation and

Jul 06 2023

noun ˌɪmplɪˈkeɪʃn countable usually plural a possible effect or result of an action or a decision they failed to consider the wider implications of their actions implication of something
for something the development of the site will have implications for the surrounding countryside extra examples topics change cause and effect b2

implication definition and meaning collins english dictionary

Jun 05 2023

the implications of something are the things that are likely to happen as a result the attorney general was aware of the political implications of his decision to prosecute of the low
level of current investment has serious implications for future economic growth for
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implication meaning of implication in longman dictionary of

May 04 2023

implication meaning definition what is implication a possible future effect or result of an learn more

implications in research types examples and writing guide

Apr 03 2023

implications in research refer to the potential consequences applications or outcomes of the findings and conclusions of a research study these can include both theoretical and
practical implications that extend beyond the immediate scope of the study and may impact various stakeholders such as policymakers practitioners researchers or

what are implications in research definition examples

Mar 02 2023

research implications are the consequences of research findings they go beyond results and explore your research s ramifications researchers can connect their research to the real
world impact by identifying the implications these can inform further research shape policy or spark new solutions to old problems

what is another word for implications wordhippo

Feb 01 2023

find 1 320 synonyms for implications and other similar words that you can use instead based on 13 separate contexts from our thesaurus
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implications on or implications for textranch

Dec 31 2022

both implications on and implications for are commonly used phrases in english but they are used in slightly different contexts implications for is more commonly used when
discussing the consequences or effects of something while implications on is less common and may not be as idiomatic it s important to choose the correct

conclusions implications of the study and directions for

Nov 29 2022

implications for practice our main aim in this study was to address the almost total lack of research evidence on what it means to mobilise knowledge when operating at the very
top of english nhs organisations

the implications are english examples in context ludwig

Oct 29 2022

the phrase the implications are is correct and usable in written english it is typically used to imply that there are consequences or conclusions to a particular action or situation for
example the implications are clear we must take decisive action to protect the environment

implication definition in american english collins english

Sep 27 2022

the implications of something are the things that are likely to happen as a result the attorney general was aware of the political implications of his decision to prosecute synonyms
consequence result development ramification more synonyms of implication
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